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About This Game

All That Remains is a 90s inspired eerily atmospheric adventure narrative that lets you experience one man’s life as he comes to
terms with his final moments on an abandoned Earth. When is it too late to make the right choices?

When our planet has been damaged beyond repair and society has moved on those that stay behind must come to terms with
their decisions while suffering a poisonous smog and the aggressive privatization of a world left behind in this post-apocalyptic

alternate history.

An engaging interactive narrative/walking simulator.

A deep and original narrative told through the world and your memories.

Stealth and exploration elements seamlessly blended into experiential game play.

Original score featuring 6 unique tracks.

Short and sweet (40-60 minute play time).
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Title: All That Remains
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Elysian Games
Publisher:
Elysian Games
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 460, 768 MB

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English
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Why is this on Steam?. A simplistic beat em' up with repetitive levels and enemies.

Combat is boring and repetitive lacking any depth beyond what is explained in the first level. Every area follows the same 2 part
pattern: the first part is fighting through too many standard enemies with poor dialougue thrown in to try and entertain you
between the boring combat. The second part is a boss fight with a bear boss who is basically just a bigger standard enemy with
more health. The game does not increase in difficulty as it progresses, it just increases the amount of time it takes to beat a
level. Levels take longer to beat as the game goes on because more enemies spawn than before and they all have increased health
bars. Because your damage does not increase as the same rate as thier health bars, levels end up taking longer without creating
an engaging combat situation.

The writing/humor is based around an endless string of puns and refrences to 1980s culture, bears, and fists which is mostly hit
or miss.

The only good part of this game is the soundtrack which is far more interesting than the game it is synced up to.

Overall, completing this game is a repetitive chore and would be vastly improved by either giving more combat options to the
player, varying the level design, or adding in more enemy types that actually do something interesting.. took me 8 hours to finish
this game, what a rip off.. Doesnt work. Everlasting laoding screen and achivement Master 100lvl repeating every login/Fix this.
플탐도 짧아서 입문용으로 좋음. I think this is the best ME game!. not a bad game but i do find it very badly optimised, can run fallout 4
on ultra but barely run this on medium, no change in camera (3rd person only), AI cars are a joke, they crash into you and you
get fined! if they sorted the optimisation out id change this game to a recommended but as it is i wouldnt, hope this helped your
decision. I was kinda dreading starting this game. I got in in a bundle with the Secret Files series, which turned out to be quite
underwhelming, and I didn't want to go through the same thing. But I was (thankfully) so wrong!

The story centers around Fenton Paddock, our protagonist. With a name fit for a rascal, he appears quite flippant but not in an
offensive way due to his copious amount of boyish charm. The rest of the cast is also interesting, each with a rich backstory and
distinct motivations. And the voice acting is spot on!

But the great beauty of this game is the sense of adventure it exudes. The progression of the story makes so much sense and the
places you go (or end up) are diverse, beautifully crafted and presented, with an almost magical allure; from the Governor's
mansion in Hong Kong, to the Himalayas and the streets of Marrakech. The various maps of each area are a nice touch, adding
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to the game's adventurous nature.

Playing this game has been an absolute delight!

▰▰▰▰▰▰▰▰▰▱
Whole-heartedly recommended!
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Pros:

Fun

Strategic

Cons :

Shrinking

Breaking My Keyboard >:{

Lasers. played it for the nostalgia. still absolutely hate blobnet and blobdance.. Really a lot of fun, even thou I am not good
enough to finish level one! I really hope that there will be more games like this that try to bring the good old shootemups to VR!

Pro
Graphics are really nice
Steering is exact (can you say so?)

Con
For me it is a little bit difficult, even on "easy"

Recommend it? Absolutely for anybody that loves games like R-Type and would love to play that in VR!. Game looks cool, but
regardless of how much I do to try and have it launch with my Radeon 7800 card that supports up to 4.2 OpenGL, it says it isn't
good enough saying it needs to have at least OpenGL 2.0.....

Burnt $2 on it so I could just so "Oh well" and let it gather dust, but I'm hoping that a developer will find this and help me
troubleshoot something I may be missing. Also already tried setting my Caalyst controls specifically for the game and creating a
video.conf file to open the game in windowed mode, did not make any difference.

Displays:

Current System Details:
OpenGL Version String:
OpenGL Vendor String:
OpenGL Major Version: 0
OpenGL Minor Version: 0. I loved this game as a kid and still love it now.. Very intense! There are a variety of weapons, mostly
melee but with throwables and bows too. In addition, the weapons have special abilities such as sending a wave of fire or an
exploding throwing knife. You can change the weapons quickly with the trackpad to change playstyle.

There are some RPG elements included such as levels, attributes, money to buy weapons and so on.

It looks like Dynasty Warriors, but it plays nothing like it. You may take on a few enemies at once, but you won't be smashing a
thousand or so per level out of your way like nothing.
. Kind of like Ikaruga, but definitely not as good. Decent though, probably better off playing Ikaruga.. Fun, interesting game
that manages to be deeply informative without being boring or preachy. I hope the devs continue down this path, as each game
they've made has built on and improved the previous.. pretty good game. Full Review: 
http://wamsoon.com/index.php/2018/12/06/grapple-force-rena-review/

The central mechanic works well, character are enjoyable, and the story good
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